Le Savon D’Egypte

صابون مصر

history

“For soap Ancient Egyptians used
natron, swabu (derived from (s)wab
meaning to clean), a paste containing
ash or clay, which was often scented,
and could be worked into a lather,
1500BC they mixied animal and
vegetable oils with alkaline salts.
The soap-like material was used for
treating skin diseases, as well as for
washing.
Throughtout history, Soap has
been the oldest cleanser around.
It is created by a chemical reaction
between oils, water and lye. Although lye is used to make soap there is no lye left after
sabonification (the chemical reaction that makes soap) is complete.. Different kinds of
soap are made using a variety of different animal & plant.

Castile Soap Versus Commercial Chemical Soaps

Commercial soaps on the market are not soaps at all but
detergent cakes, combinations of chemicals with catalysts
and trace elements and are generally made from chemically
extracted fatty acids reacted under high pressure to
alkali. May contain petrochemicals, carcinogens, and
allergens. Such as DEA, Isopropyl Alcohol, BHT, Triclosan
(commonly found in anti-bacterial soap), sodium tallowate
and parafin.These are frequently cause severe skin
irritations to sensitive skin and have been proven harmful
to human health. Have you ever noticed how regular soap
leaves your skin feeling dry, itchy and tight? Parafine, a
common ingredient in soap is often the culprit because it
gives a fake sensation of softness.
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Le Savon D’Egypte (Nefertari Soaps)
Natural Handmilled Soap – benefits
Castile Soap

Alternatively, our soaps are made using a traditional Castile
soap formula from the 19th century. When first starting our
company we researched for the best possible soap recipe.
We were looking for soap that would always be of a consistent
high quality, and exceptional mildness, and gentleness. We
also wanted a soap that would not be drying, that would be
long lasting, and most importantly be an effective cleaning
bar.

Le savon de L’Egypte vs most famous soaps of the
world
After several visits to factories worldwide and thorough
studies and analysis of their soap production, we can
proudly announce the following differences:
1.The oils used worldwide to make soap comes from
second and third pressings of the natural olive oil and
even pressing the residues of the press to make use of
the any remaining oil and to add the olive green colour
to the final soap.The oil used for the production of Le
Savon de L›Egypte however is obtained from the First
pressing of pure olives in order to ensure its purity and
that there are no residues.
2.Worldwide, natural soaps are made using 72% of
vegetable oil basically olive oil or coconut oil, they then
add lye and additional salts to the formula. Our soap
is made of 100% olive oil and lye with absolutely no
additives. The end result is simply the salt which is the
soap.
3.The sabonification process followed worldwide is much
shorter. The final soap worldwide is only a partial part
of the sabonification process carried out at Nefertari.
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At Nefertari, the basic soap is handmilled to
make the soap noodles which enables the air
to fully penetrate the soaps particles in order
for the sabonifaction process to be complete.
4.Famous soaps around the world is cooked
on direct fire with a temperature of about 120
degree Celsius while at Nefertari, we cook
our soap at a much lower temperature not
surpassing 40 degrees Celsius in order to
preserves the properties of the unbroken
molecules of olive oil.

Castile Soap is made of 100% extra virgin
Olive oil using the cold process method
which maintains vitamins, minerals, enzymes
and other nutrients present in the Olive oil
plus the natural glycerin those results from
saponification; these natural elements which
are good for your skin. Moreover, All Nefertari
soaps are all free from preservatives, coloring
agents and artificial fragrances. Nefertari
hand-milled soaps have an exceptional
mildness, gentleness, are long-lasting and
most importantly, are effective cleaning bars.
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Le Savon D’Egypte and Community Development
5.Worldwide, they walk over the large soap
basin by foot in order to be cut the soap
into large cubes by electricity cutters. At
Nefertari soaps are gently cut by hand into
small pieces in order to ensure its purity.
6.Handmade soaps worldwide once dry,
still contain salts and water – as they add
salts to the soap during the sabonification
process. Our soap is left to dry for 40
days on the shelves to makes sure the water
is all out and that what is left is purely 100%
olive oil soap.

Nefertari is strongly contributing to community Le Savon D’gypte and Community Development
development by empowering local groups and marginalized communities inside Egypt (with
special emphasis on women) by means of integrating them into skill development and income
generating activities allowing them to meet their basic needs and sustain an acceptable level
of living and thus improving their social development and expanding their opportunities.
Nefertari is currently supporting several unprivileged Egyptian families (either directly or
through cooperation with NGOs) located in Cairo as well as in other governorates reaching
the New Valley and the western desert of Egypt in the Oasis of Siwa and Farafra.

Did you know that ??
Each bar of Nefertari 100% natural handmilled soap takes 45 days and 12 workers to
produce
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Handmade Soap Is Good For Your Body

Evidence abounds of the healing properties of a handmade bar of soap. Those who suffer
from skin conditions such as psoriasis and eczema, as well as people that have sensitive skin
or are hypoallergenic often find immediate relief by switching to handmade soap. Compared
to store bought soap, handmade soap is very mild. They are often made from vegetablebased oils, such as olive, coconut, and palm and do not contain the potentially harmful
chemicals found in conventional bar soap.
For adults, the skin covers approximately 20 square feet of the human body. It is the largest
human organ and is the bodies’ first line of defense against dehydration, temperature,
infection and harmful substances. Handmade soaps give your skin the care it deserves and
make bathing a gentle, soothing experience.

Handmade Soap Is Good For Your Mind

For many of us today, life seems to move at an often hectic pace. While the stress of
everyday life increases, personal time is at minimum. A fragrant, handmade bar of soap is a
simple indulgence that fosters a feeling of relaxation and being pampered. Treat yourself or
someone you love to the benefits of handmade soap!

Item# 0007

Olive Oil Soap

A traditional Castile
recipe. Remarkably
mild, gentle, lathers
quickly into creamy
bubbles. The Olive
oil Soap Bar moisturizes and nourishes
hair and body. Ideal
for all hair and skin
types. Olive oil prevents the loss of your
skin‘s natural moisture, softens skin and attracts external moisture to your skin. It helps keeps your skin soft,
supple and younger looking.
Ingredients: Pure Olive Oil, Lye, water quantity sufficient, cold process.
Item# 0021

Item# 0014

Laurel Leaves
(Ghar) soap

Laurel leaves are
known for their
Strengthening
capacities of hair
roots. They are
usually used to
stop hair falling.
For excellent result,
Laurel leaves Soap
should be used for at least four months.
Ingredients: Pure Olive Oil, Lye, water quantity
sufficient, cold process, and powdered laurel leaves
(Ghar leaves)
Item# 0038

Chamomile Soap

Chamomile Herb has exceptionally soothing characteristics
ideal for sensitive skins, mild sunburns and face acne.
Ingredients: Pure Olive Oil, Lye, water quantity sufficient, cold
process, and powdered chamomile flowers.
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Milk and Honey
Soap

An age-old combination for softening the
skin. Honey is characterized by its moisturizing effects that wipe
away the dryness and
leave the skin gentle
and soft. Milk, on the
other hand, nourishes the skin withits fat and vitamins contents For dry skin.
Ingredients: Pure Olive Oil, Lye, water quantity
sufficient, cold process, Bees honey, and fresh
cow’s milk.
Item# 0052

Goats Milk Soap

Goat’s Milk has been
used as a cleanser for
centuries.
An
excellent
skin
emollient, and nutrient
due to its high content
of liposome. For extra
dry and mature skin.
Ingredients: Pure
Olive Oil, Lye, water quantity sufficient, cold
process, and fresh goats’ milk.

Item# 0045

Oatmeal Soap

Oatmeal seeds are hard
enough to form a facial
and body scrub. They
also contain vitamins,
minerals that soothe
and moisturize the skin.
It effectively lifts away
surface oils and dirt and
leaves the skin fresh
and healthy. Oatmeal is
healing and exfoliating.
Ingredients: Pure olive oil, Lye, water quantity
sufficient, cold process, and dried oatmeal.
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Item# 0175

Item# 3534

Item# 0106

3 Olive oil Soap shells

3 different shapes of Soap in a
wooden box
Comes in 3 different kinds of
soaps.

Soap for Children
Animal shaped Soap

Item# 0380

On recyceld Carton

Animal shaped Soap on carton recycled paper for
children.
Pure olive oil castile soap. Double milled to reach a very
pure and tender castile soap exceptionally mild for
tender skin. Available in 15 different animal shapes and
toys for children and babies. Devoid completely from
chemicals, ideal for your baby.
Ingredients: Pure olive oil, Lye, water quantity sufficient,
cold process. Children soap is hand-milled twice.

Animal shaped Soap
in a wooden box

Item# 0397
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Four pieces of square-shaped soap
wrapped together.
They come in 4 different kinds:
laurel herb, olive oil, milk and honey,
and chamomile.
-Laurel leaves are known for their
Strengthening capacities of hair
roots. They are usually used to stop
hair falling.
-The Olive oil Soap Bar moisturizes
and nourishes hair and body. Ideal
for all hair and skin types. Olive
oil prevents the loss of your skin‘s natural moisture softens skin and
attracts external moisture to your skin. It helps keeps your skin soft,
supple and younger looking.
-Honey is characterized by its moisturizing effects that wipe away the
dryness and leave the skin gentle and soft. Milk, on the other hand,
nourishes the skin with its fat and vitamins contents. For dry skin.
-Chamomile Herb has exceptionally soothing characteristics ideal for
sensitive skins, mild sunburns and face acne.
Item# 0120

Soaps in Alphabetical
letter shapes

4 different kinds of soaps in
a pack of tulle
Pack of tulle with 4 different
kinds of soaps.

Four pieces of square-shaped Soap

Item# 0151

Cinnamon Soap
in a cloth bag

Item# 0113

Olive Oil and Rosemary Herb
Soap

Olive Oil and Rosemary Herb Soap for oily
hair and skin. Contains castile soap known for
its moisturizing properties. Mild and nourishes
your skin in addition to the Rosemary herb
known to be a local circulatory stimulant gets
attached to fats hence useful in Acne and is a
hair and scalp tonic.
Ingredients: Pure Olive Oil, Lye, water
quantity sufficient, cold process, dried
rosemary herbs and 100% natural essential oil
of rosemary.

Sweet Almond Oil Soap

Item# 0441

Item# 0199

3 Soaps in a wood box

Olive Oil and Basilicum Leaves Soap

Olive Oil Soap and Basilicum Leaves 4 pieces in
cellophane bag.Combination of the soft and gentle
castile soap and basilica leaves. Celebrate the fresh
basilica odor in your bath. For all skin types. Very
refreshing in summer, helps relaxing the whole day.This
Soap is 100% Free from Preservatives, Coloring agents
and artificial fragrances and therefore will not harm your
skin or hair upon using.
Ingredients: Pure olive oil, Lye, water quantity
sufficient, cold process, and powdered basilica leaves.

Soap on palm leaves Olive Oil Soap on
a wooden handle

Item# 0168

Olive oil Soap in
Soap on a Rope
embroidered olive bag

Item# 034
2

Item# 0359

Item# 0205

Item# 0458

Olive Oil Soap Variations

Item# 0366
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Orange Soap
in tulle

3 pieces packed in
embroidered bag

Olive Oil and
Orange Peel Soap

Exceptionally mild and gentle with
orange rind and essential oil of
oranges. Gives your skin a softer
youthful look.
Ingredients: Pure Olive Oil, Lye,
water quantity sufficient, cold
process, fresh dried orange rinds, and
100% natural essential oil of oranges.
Item# 0250

Item# 0267

Item# 0083

Rose Soap
in tulle

Item# 0243

Peppermint Soap
in tulle

Item# 0236
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Lemon Soap
in tulle

Olive Oil and
Rose Petals Soap

exceptionally mild and gentle with rose
petals and essential oil of rose. It is known
to be skin rejuvenator and improves the
blood circulation and hence vitality and
youth in addition to its divine floral aroma.
Gives your skin a softer youthful look.
Ingredients: Pure Olive Oil, Lye, water
quantity sufficient, cold process, fresh
dried red rose petals, and 100% natural
essential oil of rose.

Olive Oil and Dry Mint
Leaves Soap
Enjoy the fresh scent of Peppermint
Leaves in your bath. Refreshes and
nourishes Your Body.Ideal to start your
day with. Peppermint increases mental
alertness and refreshes your day. This
Soap is 100% Free from Preservatives,
Coloring agents and artificial fragrances
and therefore will not harm your skin or
hair upon using.
Ingredients: Pure Olive Oil, Lye, water
quantity sufficient, cold process, fresh
dried organic peppermint leaves, and
100% natural essential oil of peppermint.

3 pieces packed in
embroidered bag

Item# 0076

Lavender Soap
in carton box

Item# 0212

Olive Oil and Lemon Peel
Soap

3 pieces packed

Lemon Grind Castile soap the scent of
this soap is reminiscent of a sunny day.
It contains Lemon and Lime Essential oils
which are prized for their skin soothing
properties.
Ingredients: Pure Olive Oil, Lye, water
quantity sufficient, cold process, fresh dried
lemon slices, and 100% natural essential oil
of lemon zest.

in embroidered bag

Item# 0069

Olive Oil and Lavender
Soap
It is a castile soap specked with Lavender
seeds. This soap with its exfoliating
virtues leaves your skin more supple and
softer.
Enjoy the relaxing effect of Lavender
Natural essential oil.
Ingredients: Pure olive oil, Lye, water
quantity sufficient, cold process, fresh
lavender seeds, and 100% natural
essential oil of lavender.

Lavender Soap
in Tulle

Item# 0229

Calendula Flower Soap
3 pieces packed
in embroidered bag

Castile Soap with calendula flowers. Calendula is recognized
for its antiseptic and anti-inflammatory properties. It is
considered one of the most effective herbal remedies for
skin problems, such as wounds, rashes, chapped hands, and
infections.Amazing soother for burnt skin after sun.

Item# 0281

Ingredients: Pure olive oil, Lye, water
quantity sufficient, cold process,
fresh organic calendula flowers.

Item# 0090
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Shea Butter Soap

Moringa Soap

Cocoa Butter Soap

Jasmin Saop

White Musk Soap in a box
Enjoy the luxurious heavenly smell of white
musk. A pure majestic bath experience with
skin nourishing properties.
Ingredients: Pure olive oil, Lye, water
quantity sufficient, cold process, essential oil
of white musk.

Item# 0410

Natural Nefertari Liquid Soap
The natural Nefertari liquid soap is made
of 100% extra virgin olive oil. It is a luxurious
liquid soap rich in emollients and foams well
too. Comes in a recyclable plastic bottle.
Ingredients: Pure olive oil, Lye, water
quantity sufficient, cold process, coconut oil,
and castor oil.

Item# 1622

Pharaonic Shaped Olive Oil Soaps

Pharaonic
Shapes

For Sensitive Skin
Glycerin Soap

Item# 0489

Made with sugar, castor oil with 100 % natural glycerin. The transparent
natural soap imparts softness to your skin due to the high glycerin
content. Guaranteed to leave your skin softer than silk. Ideal for
sensitive skin.
Loufa in Soap

Olive oil soap with the shape of Nefertiti head, Horus
eye and Scarab.
A traditional Castile recipe. Remarkably mild, gentle,
lathers quickly into creamy bubbles. The Olive oil
Soap Bar moisturizes and nourishes hair and body.
Ideal for all hair and skin types. Olive oil prevents the
loss of your skin‘s natural moisture softens skin and
attracts external moisture to your skin it helps keeps
your skin soft, supple and younger looking.
Ingredients: Pure Olive Oil, Lye, water quantity
sufficient, cold process.

Nefertiti head shaped
Olive Oil Soap

Transparent Glycerin Soap

Item# 0472

Horus Eye Olive Oil Soap
Item# 0465

Item# 0410
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Item# 0298

Scarab Olive Oil Soap
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Nefertari

SHOPS
Old Cairo
Souk El Fostat shop- Beside Amr
Bin ElAss Mosque Tel: 0122 210 77 36
Alexandria
Inside Hilton Hotel, Sidi Beshr

El Gouna
Down Town Pharmacy – Tamr Henna
Marina Pharmacy-- Marina Abu Tig
Tel: 0122 210 77 36
Sharm El Shiekh
Store 89/ Al Hadaba, Alf Liela Tel:
01224869707
Dr. Adel Fouad Pharmacy, Old
Market Store 32
Luxor
El Rawda st, In front of Snobs
restaurant next to the Secret
Garden cafe beside Sonesta Hotel
Tel: 0100 52 95 217

Damanhour
Mahmoud Al Habrouk St. in front of
Al Assy Restaurant, Right before
the Bridge GIRLS Shop
Tel: 01061999015
Administration Office
44 Mohamed Mazher St. First Floor,
El Zamalek, Cairo.
Tel: 02- 27 37 43 22

Mohandessin
7 Abd Al Moneim Riad St, Mohandessin (in front of
Oscar cafe) Tel: 374875790
Zamalek
15-A El Marashly St. (In front of Saudi Super Market,
next to Costa Café) Tel: 02- 27350480
Dokki
53 Mosadak Street Intersection with Kambeez street
-Dokki Tel: 01024203040 / 01222107736
Nasr City
City Stars Kiosk 1 (Phase I In front of Mazaya Shop
gate 3) Tel: 0122 210 77 36 City Stars Kiosk 2 (Phase II In
front of H&M Shop gate 5) Tel: 0122 210 77 36
Heliopolis
23 Ramses St. off Baghdad St. in front of Harris Café
and faces Tel: 01222107736

Fifth Settlement
Katameya Downtown S1 Building, Ground Floor, Behind
Mori Sushi Tel: 01222107736
Cairo Festival City (1) 2nd floor Next to Sherwal &
ABn’G
Cairo Festival City (2) 3rd floor in front of Carrefour
beside Grand Optics & Etisalat
Cornish El Nile
Nile Towers Mall Kiosk – Ground Floor

Giza
First Mall, Four Seasons hotel - Ground Floor.

Maadi (1)
8 Road 231 Degla, In front of CAC. Tel: 0122 210 77 36

Maadi (2)
67 Road 9, intersection with Road 83 (First Left after
Barclays Bank) Tel: 0122 210 77 36

Maadi (3)
Maadi City Center (Carrefour Maadi) Tel: 0122 210 77 36
6th of October (1)
Dandy Mega Mall - Kiosk Tel: 0122 210 77 36Ground
Floor.

6th of October (2)
Mall of Arabia Kiosk (In front of Virgin Mega Store)
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New Cairo
Madinaty South Park inside Awlad Ragab
Tel: 0111 965 6663

